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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Resource Planning Associates, Inc. for
The National Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI) under contract
No. EC-77-C-Ol-8683 with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Economic
Regulatory Administration, Division of Regulatory Assistance. The
opinions expressed herein are solely those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions nor the policies of e~ther the NRRI or
DOE.
The NRRI is making this report available to those concerned with
state utility regulatory issues since the subject matter presented here
is believed to be of timely interest to regulatory agencies and to others
concerned with utilities regulation.
The NRRI appreciates the cooperation of the Oklahoma Corporation
Commission with the authors in preparing this study.

Dr. Douglas N. Jones
Director
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In 1978, Congress passed the Public Utility Regulatory
Policies Act (PURPA), Title I of which establishes
federal ratemaking and regulatory standards, lifeline
rate guidelines, and cost-o service data requirements.
The federal ratemaking standards address cost of service,
management techniques (including interruptible
rates), and declining block, time-of-day (TOO), and
seasonal rates&
These standards, as well as the other
provisions of Title I, were established to promote three
objectives:
the conservation of electricity by customers,
the efficient use of facilities and resources by electric
utilities, and the provision of equitable rates to
customers ..
Under the provisions of Title If state regulat.ory
authorities and nonregulated utilities are required to
complete a formal consideration of these ratemaking
standards by 1981 and determine if they (1) promote
conservation, efficiency, and equity, and (2) are
consistent with state law. As part of this formal
cons
ration, the regulatory authorities are required
to hold hearings on these standards.
Such hearings can
either be on a case-by-case basis as part of general
rate cases or be evidentiary, generic hearingse
To meet its obligations under PURPA, the Oklahoma
Co
at
Commission (OCC), with the assistance of the
National Energy Law and Policy Institute (NELPI), has
applied
a technical assistance grant from the
U~S~
rtrnent of Energy (DOE) under the PURPA Grant
However, grants will not be available until
October 1, 1979~
Because ace must decide on whether or
not to
lement
PURPA standards by 1981, the
comrniss
sted
t the National Regulatory
Research Inst tute (NRRI) provide technical assistance so
that oce can begin to consider each of the ratemaking
st
as soon as possible.
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As a first step in providing this assistance, NRRI
retained Resource Planning Associates, Inc. (RPA), to
develop guidelines and recommend steps that ace could
fol
to meet its obligation to consider three of
PURPA's ratemaking standards:
cost of service, declining
block rates, and seasonal rates.
It is important to note that, although PURPA language
designates cost of service as a ratemaking standard along
with declining block, TOO, seasonal, and interruptible
rates, cost-based rates, not cost-of-service studies, are
the means by which PURPA's objectives of conservation,
efficiency, and equity can be achieved.
However, costof-service studies are required to design cost-based
rates.
Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate either
the cost-of-service standard or any rate types
independently.
A cost-of-service study allocates the utility's total
costs to each jurisdiction or customer group within a
jurisdiction according to the actual costs of providing
electricity to that jurisdiction or group.
Rates based
on cost-ot-service study results will represent a
significant step toward meeting PURPAus objectives of
conservation, efficiency, and equity.
First, because
cost-based rates reflect, to the greatest extent possible,
the true costs of providing utili
services, and, as
such, will increase as these costs increase, consumers
will be motivated to conserve electricity (and, hence,
the
Is used to generate-that electricity).
Second,
efficient electricity production will be indirectly
encouraged because a major goal of utility regulation is
to ensure least cost construction, investment, and fuel
purchase by utilities0
To justify and design cost-based
rates, regulators will have to examine closely the
utilities' rate bases and expenses (which are identified
in cost-ai-service studies), resulting in identification
of any inefficient production0
Finally, rates will be
equitable if customer groups are charged on the basis of
cost
service reflecting the customers' relative
the system, cons
ion, and need for related
services.
Cons
ntly, ra
than
ssing the need for costof-service s
ie5, RPA focused its evaluation of this
standard on
ntifyi
t
major methodological issues
concerning cost of service and recommending steps that
oee should t
to implement the standarde
In addition,
we recomme
a st
a
accounting cost-of-service

iii
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------------------------------------------------------------------methodology that we believe will result in the most
accurate allocation of costs to retail customer groups
in Oklahoma@
We also
entified ratemaking issues that
oec should
ess in considering the declining block
and seasonal rate standards, once the cost-of-service
standard has
implementede
Finally, we reviewed the
1978-test-year cost-o service study and proposed retail
rates filed by Okl
Gas and Electric Company (OG&E)
in its recent retail rate case before the ace (Cause
NaG 26495)~ In this review, we identified the methods
used by OG&E to
ress the key cost-of-service methodological issues and attempted to determine if OG&E's
proposed declining
and seasonal rates were justified on the basis of the cost-of-service study results,
seasonal load forecasts, and operating practices. We
also identified the data deficiencies that ace must
address when cons
ing the cost-of-service standard and
declining block and seasonal rates.
We summarize our recommendations below:
•
To expedite implementation of the cost-of-service
standard, and, hence, allow consideration of the other
ratemaking standards
1981, oce should conduct
formal, generic hearings.
These hearings will serve
two purposes:
Identify an acceptable standard cost-of-service
methodology for
r ut ities within oee's
jurisdiction$ 1 We have recommended an accounting
cost-o service methodology that should be presented
for cons erat
in these hearings and modified as
necessary to be pr~ctical for the four utilities. 2

10
Four investor-owned electric utilities under oee's
jurisdiction are cove
by the provisions of PURPA:
OG&E,
ire Distr
Electric Cooperative, Public
Service Company of Okl
f
and Southwestern Public
Service Company
0

2$
It is
rtant to note that implementation of an
accounting-costcost-o service study is only a
first step in setting cost-of-service requirements.
Once all of the PURPA standa s have been formally
cons ered, oce s
ld
ld generic hearings to discuss
the appropriateness of using accounting versus marginal
costs to des n rates~
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Although oce typically requires large utilities to
file cost-ai-service studies as part of general rate
cases, OCC has not yet adopted a standard methodology for these studies, nor has it standardized
the use of these studies in setting rates.
These
hearings should focus on resolving the major methodological issues that we identified (e.g., how
should demand-related generation and transmission
costs be allocated to customer groups?)
Develop a timetable for implementing this standard that will allow oce to consider the other
ratemaking standards by 1981.
•
To ensure that the Oklahoma utilities can perform
accurate cost-af-service studies, ace should require
utilit s to upgrade and expand their load research
programs.
Comprehensive load research data will also
allow ace to consider the seasonal, declining block,
and other rate forms in light of PURPA's objectives.
Our review
OG&E's cost-of-service study and discussions with acc personnel indicate that OG&E's load
research program, and probably those of the other
three utilities, will have to be expanded rapidly for
the oce to meet PURPAls requirements.
oce should
identify the requirements of
utilities' load
research programs and establish a timetable for each of
the utilities to meet these requirements.
•
To determine the effects of and cost-justification
for declining block and seasonal rates, ace should
address, on a ut
ity-specific basis, the ratemaking
issues identified in this report.
In addition, ace
should require the Oklahoma utilities to submit costof-service studies based on the standard methodology
selected by the commission.
Finally, oce should
require the utilities to submit any additional data
(e~g&, seasonal peak load forecasts, operating costs
by time of use) needed to consider the appropriateness
seasonal and declining block rates.
In Ch

1, we
our recommended accounting
service me
logy and compare it to alternative
iesQ
We also highlight those cost-of-service
me
i
issues
t ace will need to resolve
during its generic
ar
In Chapter 2, we discuss
how, once the utilitiesO service costs have been properly
alloca
to juri ictions and customer groups and
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adequate load research data have been developed, oce can
consider seasonal and declining block rates relative to
PURPA's objectives.
Finally, in Appendixes A and B,
respectively, we review OG&E's cost-of-service study and
proposed retail rates submitted in oec Cause No. 264950

COST-Of-SERVICE
STANDARD

As required by Section 111 of PURPA, acc must formally
determine the appropriateness of the federal cost-ofservice standard in terms of meeting PURPA's stated
objectives of conservation, efficiency, and equity, as
well as consistency with Oklahoma statutes.
In other
words, unless ace determines that cost-of-service
studies conflict with state laws or do not support
PURPAQs goals, the commission must ensure that retail
rates charged by the electric utilities under its
jurisdiction are designed to reflect the costs of
providing service to each customer group.
RPA was retained by NRRI to assist ace in considering
the federal cost-of-service standard relative to its
ability to meet PURPA's three
also
Because, as we
explain below, conducting an accurate cost-of-service
study is a necessary first step for both meeting PURPA's
stated goals and considering t
other federal ratemaking
standards, we focus our discussion of this standard on
select
an appropriate cost-af-service methodology from
the many methodologies available. We also highlight
those major methodological issues that ace must resolve
prior to adopting a standard cost-of-service methodologyG
A cost-of-service study is a fundamental requirement in
designing cost-based rates, which, in turn, either
directly or indirectly promote PURPA's objectives of
conservat
, efficiency, and equity in the following
manner:
•
Consumers w 1 be motivated to conserve electricity
because cost-based rates reflect, to the greatest
extent
sible, the true costs of providing utility
services
as such, will increase as service costs
ncrease~

•
Efficient e ctricity production will be indirectly
encour
because a major goal of utility regulation
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is to ensure least cost construction, ·investment, and
fuel purchase by utilities.
To justify and design- costbased rates, regulators will have to examine closely
the utilities' rate bases and expenses to ensure that
these
ast cost criteria are met, resulting in
identification of any inefficient production.
•
Equitable rates will be promoted because customer
groups will be charged on the basis of cost of service,
reflecting their relative demand on the system, electricity consumption, and need for related gervices.
Because cost-based rates are designed using 'the results
of cost-of-service st~dies and customer billing data,
OCC cannot consider whether the various rate forms given
as PURPA standards (e.g., declining block, seasonal,
TaD, interruptible rates) meet PURPA's goals until each
utility has performed an accurate cost-of-service study.
The applicability of the rate forms must be determined on
a utility-specific basis, as discussed in Chapter 2 of
this reporte
The need for valid cost-of-service studies,
on the other hand, is not utility-specific.
Therefore,
in order that oce may meet its obligations to consider
PURPA's other standards by 1981, it should begin immediately to identify and adopt an appropriate, standard
cost-of-service methodology_
By adopting a standard methodology for assigning costresponsibility to customer groups, ace can ensure that:
similar customer groups served by different utilities
are assigned cost-responsibility in an equitable manner,
and customers served by each utility in the state are
charged equitable rates that promote conservation of
electricity and natural gas.
For example, assume that:
(1) two utilities with identical systems serve identical
customer groups; (2) the rate of return on total rate
base all
by ace is the same for each utility; and
(3) acc desires to set revenue requirements and rates
for each group so that the rate of return from serving
each group is the same for both utilities@
If the
ut
it s use different cost-of-service methodologies to
al
cate costs, the revenue requirements necessary to
produce identical rates of return from similar customer
will be different for similar customer groups
by each utility.
When selecting a s
rd cost-of-service methodology,
many iss s, bo
major and minor in nature, arise.
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PURPA addressed several of these issues in Section 11S(a),
which states that, to
maximum extent practicable, a
cos
-service methodology must permit identification
of cost differentials by time of use (i.e., seasonal
and
y cost dif
ntials) for each customer groupe
The methodology must also identify the demand-, energy-,
and customer-related components of the costs of serving
each customer or jurisdictional group.
Finally,
Section 115(a) implies the use of a marginal cost methodology to identify cost dif rentials by time of use.
However, the language of the legislation also implicitly
approves the use of an accounting cost-of-service study
to identify demand-, ene y-, and customer-related costs.
As stated previously, ace must consider the PURPA
regulatory and ratemaking standards by 1981.
Therefore,
we recommend that, as a first step in meeting its
obligations, ace concentrate on selecting and adopting
an accounting cost-of-service study methodology.
Our
recommendation is based on the following:
•
Utilities and regulatory institutions are already
familiar with accounting-cost-based methodologies
•
The issues related to embedded costs are clearer,
more easily understood, and, hence, more easily and
expeditiously resolved
•
An accounting cost-of-service study can provide
reasonable estimates of each customer group1s costresponsibility for a utility's past and current
investments and expenseso
The accounting cost-of-service study must enable identification of demand-, energy-, and customer-related cost
components~
At a later point in time, oec can address
the issue of whether rna
inal- or accounting-cost-based
methodologies should be use to identify time-of-use cost
di££erentialsc
Consequently, we have recommended a standard accountingcost-based me
y r consideration by oec. This
met
y involves five steps:
Select a test

r

Assign costs to funct
3~

Classi

ns

costs within functions
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4. Allocate costs to regulatory jurisdictional
groups
55

Allocate costs to customer groups.

To ensure that our recommended methodology is applicable
to the four utilities under acc's jurisdiction, ace
shou
hold generic hearings designed to (1) gather
evidence on the methodology's applicability and (2)
resolve the major issues related to a cost-of-service
methodology.
These four issues relate to the:
Use of future as well as historic test years for
determining revenue requirementso
2. Classification of distribution system costs into
demand- and customer-related components.
3. Allocation of demand-related production, transmission, and distribution costs to jurisdictional and
customer groups.

4&

Need to upgrade load research programs.
The
usefulness of a cost-of-service study in assigning
cost responsibility and developing rates depends not
only on the methodology used to perform the study, but
on the reliability of the data used in the study.
The detailed justifications for our recommendations
pertaining to the cost-of-service standard are given in
the remainder of this chapter, which is organized
according to the five steps in our proposed methodology.
Because
e utilities serving customers in more than
one state regulatory jurisdiction or serving wholesale as
well as retail customers must allocate costs among regulatory jurisdictions prior to allocating costs to specific
customer groups, we specify, within the steps, how to
allocate costs to jurisdictions.
In Appendix A, a case
study of OG&E's 1978-test-year cost-of-service study,
we show how one utility under OCC's jurisdiction has
attempted to resolve the four major issues delineated
abovee

SELECT A TEST PERIOD
The test period is the time period for which costs will
be estimated.
Usually encompassing 12 months, it is
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called a Utest
ar~"
An historical test year (e.g.,
the 12 months endi
31, 1978) or a future test
ar
1980)
may
be selected.
Calculating
ye a r (e" 9 ", t
costs
r a
e test year requires forecasts of
investments,
nses,
s, sales, and customers.
We recommend that cost-of-service studies to be used in
general rate case
i
s be performed for both
historical and future test years. Although the analysis
a future test
ar is based on more uncertain data
(e.g., expense
casts), failure to assess the potenti
future impacts
rate decisions can adversely
af ct a u t i l i ' s earn
s and the revenues obtained
e

customer~s

recomme
at ace consider amending
s min
standard filing requirements
use of
e as well as historical test
years in
ectric ut i
cost-of-service studies.
Even
if ace continues to establish revenue requirements and
set rates using historic
test year data, this appr6ach
will enable ace to
uate the effects of its decisions
using future test year data. We believe that such an
approach would be beneficial to both consumers and the
utilities' stockhol rs.

ASSIGN COSTS TO FUNCTIONS
The first major
each customer
either
neral
ass

in calculating cost of service to
to assign a utility's costs to
, transmission, distribution, or
Bas
ly, the specific costs are

as

Generation

Tr ansmi. 5S ion

Distribution

General

Generating
electricity

Transferring
power from generation sources to
load centers
within service
areas or to or
from other
utilities

Transferring
i?ower from the
transmiss ion
system to
consumers

Plant investment or expenses
not directly
related to any
other function
(e.g., sales
promot ion,
administration)

Purchas ing
power from
another system
power
Deliveri
to the
transmission
system
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Depending on the technical configuration of the utility's
system, further disaggregation of costs into subfunctions
may be desirable for a more precise allocation to
customer groups.
For example, distribution costs could
be disaggregated into primary and secondary distribution
costs according to voltage service level.
To ensure that the Oklahoma utilities assign costs by
function in a proper and consistent manner, we recommend
that OCC revise its minimum standard filing requirements
to specify the use of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC), Uniform Systems of Accounts Prescribed
for Public Utilities and Licensees, which is currently
used by some Oklahoma utilities (e.g., OG&E).
In addition, OCC should use the National Association of
Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) cost. allocation manual
and the proceedings of the Edison Electric Institute
(EEl) to develop a suitable method for applying the
selected system of accountso 1 Both of these documents
detail the costs assigned to each major function (e.g.,
generation, transmission, distribution) and the rationale
behind these assignments. Costs that are identified as
not being directly related to these three functions
should be assigned to the general cost function.
Finally, some costs (e.g., the costs of special facilities built to serve a particular customer) are not
classified by function; instead they are assigned
directly to a customer.

CLASSIFY COSTS WITHIN FUNCTIONS'
As illustrated in Exhibit 1.a, the costs assigned to
each function must be further classified as being one or
more of the following:
Demand-related.
Demand-related costs are the fixed
costs of meeting customer demands (e.g., the cost of

,.
EEl, Cost-of-Service Symposium, September 21-23, 1970;
and J.J. Doran et ale, Electric Utility Cost Allocation
Manual, NARUC, Washington, D.C., 1973$

Exhibit 1.a

Distribution of Total System Costs

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

General
'------------~.~

-...

Customerrelated

Customer Groups

Demandrelated

Energyrelated
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transmission facilit S)e These costs are a function of
the kilowatts (kW) of demand imposed on the generation,
transmission, and distr
nts of the utility's
system.
Energy-related
Energy-related costs are the costs of
operating facilities to meet customer energy requirements
(e.g., fuel costs)® They are a function of the kilowatthours (kWh) produced to serve customer groups.
$

Customer-relatede Customer-related costs are the costs
of providing customer services; as such, they are a
function of the number
customers served by a utility.
Customer-related costs include portions of the distribution investment, as well as meter equipment, meter
reading, and billing expenses.
To classify costs within functions, we recommend that
use the methods described in the NARUC cost
allocation manual and the proceedings of the EEl cost-ofservice symposium~ When first allocating costs to
jurisdictions, all costs within the generation and
transmission functions (i~e0' bulk power supply) are
classified.
Generally~ all distribution costs are
assigned directly to the jurisdiction served by the
distribution facilities; as such, these jurisdictional
costs are not classified within the distribution function.
General function costs associated with serving customers
in a specific jurisdiction are directly assigned to that
jurisdiction; general function costs associated with
serving all customers (eegs, customer accounting and
sales expenses) are classified and then allocated to
jurisdictions using appropriate allocation factors.
To
allocate costs to customer groups within a jurisdiction,
all of the assigned costs within each of the major
functions must be classified.

acc

As described in the following paragraphs, the classification of generation, transmiss
f
and general costs is
relatively straightforward~
However, the classification
of distribution costs is more complex.
In fact, one of
the major methodological issues related to a cost-ofservice study is the classification of distribution
system costs into their demand- and customer-related
components. Consequently, we focus our discussion of
cost classification within functions on this issue.
Generation costs can u
1y be classified as demandand energy-related to reflect the fixed (i.e., annual
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carryi
costs of enerating units) and variable (e.g.,
fuel) components
generation investments and expenses ..
Transmission costs are
assified as demand-related
because a transmission system is specifically designed
to meet peak loads (ioe$, it constitutes a fixed cost).
General funct
costs can be classified into one, two,
or all three categories~
For example, general costs,
such as customer accounting expenses, can be classified
as customer-rela
neral plant investments can be
divided among the
-, energy-, and customer-related
categories ..
Distribut
costs are divided between the demand- and
custorner-relat
iese
For example, the need for
line trans rmers
a function of both the number of
customers served and
ir peak demand.
Those costs of
the distribution system incurred in meeting maximum
customer group demands (iee., costs that vary according
to maximum kW demand) are classified as demand-related:
the costs of distribution facilities required to· connect
customers to the utility system (i .. e., costs that vary
according to the number of customers served) are classified as customer-relatede
There are two methods for estimating the customer-related
portion of distribution costs:
the minimum-size method
and the zero-intercept method (see the NARUC cost allocation manual, pages 56-71, for details).
The ultimate
distribution of costs among customer groups, and hence
each groupis revenue requirement, will depend on the
method u
Under the minimum-size method, distribution costs for
nomi
service to meet customer loads are estimated
based on the average book value or current cost of the
lest distribution equipment installed in the system.
For
e, the customer-related component of districosts under
minimum-size method is the cost
of minimum-size
nt in such accounts as poles,
line transformerse
The remaining
se accounts are classified as
zero-inter
involves the use of regression
t
n ues to est
the di
ibution costs of serving
a hypothet
zero kW or ampereso
The cost of
meeti
the zero-in
load is the customer-related
component of
distribution costs, and the remaining
costs
rm
lated component.
For'example,
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when applying the zero-intercept method to determine
the customer-related component of line transformers
(i.e., FERC account 368), the installed book cost for
transformer by size and voltage is regressed on the
number of line transformers up to a size of 50 kilovolt~
amperes. The intercept coefficient estimated in this
regression is then multiplied by the number of
transformers to derive the customer-related component of
costs included in the line transformer account; the
remaining costs in this account are classified as
demand-related costs. This procedure is followed for
each cost account included in the distribution function.
In general, the zero-intercept method produces relatively
smaller customer-related and larger demand-related cost
estimates than the minimum-size method.
Because statistical relationships between the customer and demand .
components of distribution- costs are established when
the zero-intercept method is used, we recommend the use
of this method.

ALLOCATE COSTS TO REGULATORY
JURISDICTIONAL GROUPS
As stated in the previous section, when assigning costs
to regulatory jurisdictions, distribution investment
costs and general function costs associated with serving
customers in a specific jurisdiction should be assigned
directly to that jurisdiction. Distribution expenses
not directly assigned (e.g., the cost of operating and
maintaining distribution substations) are generally
allocated according to the percent of distribution
investment costs assigned directly to each jurisdiction.
Customer-related costs assigned to the general function
category (e.g., customer accounting expenses) should be
allocated on the basis of the number of customers served
in each jurisdiction.
In the previous step, generation and transmission costs
have been classified, resulting in the identification of
demand- and energy-related generation costs and demandrelated transmission costs for the total utility system.
We recommend that similar methods be used to allocate
demand- and energy-related generation costs and demandrelated transmission costs to jurisdictions as well as

CE STANDARD
to customer
wi
ea
jurisdiction.
Therefore,
we i
ude our recomme
method for allocating these
jurisdict
I costs in the next section, which addresses
location
costs to customer groups.

COSTS TO CUSTOMER GROUPS
Our recommended me
for the last step in a cost-ofservice study consists
five substeps:

1.

I

2.

ntify customer groups
locate

ela

generation and transmission

costs

3$
40
5.

Allocate

related distribution costs

Allocate energy-related costs
Allocate customer-related costs.

Each substep is

cribed below.

customer groups, we recommend that the
utilit
use existing rate schedules if such
schedules
homogeneous customer groups.
However,
a utili
has sufficient load research
ta to i
, kWh usage patterns, load
nce factors of different customers
wi
residential customers with electric
to which existing rate
neous customer groups cannot be
T
uate load research data are
f
groups, as well as to develop
cost

s (e$g$f multiple lighting
If mult Ie s
les) exist
s
lar types of service,
ce sch
to facilitate preparation
Ies
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Allocate Demand-Related
Generation and Transmission Costs
The three principal methods of allocating demand-related
generation and transmission costs are: coincident peak
(CP) responsibility, noncoincident peak (NCP) responsibility, and average and excess (A&E) demand. 3 This
range of methods introduces an unavoidable element of
sUbjectivity into the results of a cost-of-service study,
and as such, selecting a method to allocate demandrelated generation and transmission costs is a key issue
that OCC must resolve.
We describe each method below
and recommend the most suitable method in terms of
meeting PURPA's stated" objectives.
Under the CP responsibility method, demand-related costs
are allocated to each customer group in proportion to
the group's CP demand, i.e., the group's demand at the
time of the system peak.
This method is appropriate when
system peak demands are assumed to be the primary determinant of a system's required generation and transmission
capacity, and, therefore, of demand-related costs.
However, there are certain conditions under which the
use of a single system CP may be unsatisfactory for
allocating demand-related costs.
Specifically, when
a utility has successively larger seasonal peaks,
anticipates that peaks will change from one season to
another, or has multiple peaks of approximately the same
magnitude, the capacity responsibilities resulting from
use of the single highest system peak may not accurately
reflect the capacity responsibilities during the other
significant system peaks.
Furthermore, under the
conditions listed above, if a single peak were used, the
capacity responsibilities measured in one year could
differ significantly from those measured in subsequent
years, such that retail rates for different customer
groups based on these measurements could radically shift

3.
There are many variations of these three methods.
For example, the Electric Power Research Institute
identified 29 methods of allocating demand-related costs
in Rate Design and Load Control:
Issues and Directions,
prepared for the Electric Utility Rate Design Study,
November 1977, p .. 26 ..
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from year to year.
In such cases, we recommend the use
of a multiple CP responsibility method, in which the
average of several of the highest system peaks is used
to calculate capacity responsibilities.
When the NCP responsibility method is used, demandrelated costs are divided among customer groups in
proportion to each group's NCP demand; i.e., the group's
maximum peak demand regardless of the time of occurrence.
Allocation of costs on the basis of each group's peak
demand assumes that, if each customer group were served
independently, facilities would be needed to meet its
peak demand. However, because all of a utility's
customers do not peak at the same time, use of the NCP
responsibility method to allocate demand-related generation and transmission costs penalizes those customers
whose peaks occur during the system's off-peak hours.
Moreover, the NCP method distributes system-diversity
benefits among all customer groups independently of the
degree of coincidence between each ~roup's maximum demand
(NCP) and the system's peak demand.
As a result, the
NCP method fails to recognize that customer groups whose
peak demands coincide with the system's peak (i.e.,
customers with high-load factors) contribute minimally
to system diversity.
The A&E method allocates demand-related costs on the
basis of the sum of a group1s average demand and the
p
ion of the system's excess demand attributable to
that group$ Excess demand is defined as the difference
tween an NCP and average demand.
The mathematical expression for a customer group's A&E
mand is:
NCP. - O.
(A&E).

= D.
1
1

+ (CP

S

1

- D )
S

NCP

s

1

- 0

s

4
stern-diversity benefits occur when the individual
customer groups make their maximum demands on the system
at different times, enabling the system to meet the
coinci nt maximum demands with a lower level of capacity
than needed to meet the sum of the individual group
maximum demands.
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where:
(A& E) . = average and excess demand of the ith
1
customer group

o.1
CP

s

=

average demand of customer group i , or the
group's annual kWh usage divided by
8,760 hours

= coincident
= average

peak of the utility system

demand of the utility system, or2:Di
i

NCP.

= noncoincident

NPC

=

1

s

demand of ith customer group

noncoincident demand of the utility system,
or .2: NPC i ..
i

The A&E demand allocation factor for each customer
group is:
(A& E) .
F.

1

=

1

(A&E)

s

where:
F.

1

=

A&E allocation factor for the ith customer
group

(A&E)s = average and excess demand for the utility
s y stem,or.2:(A&E)i
G

i
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It should be not
that the A&E method recognizes more
factors than either the CP or NCP method (e.go f NCPs
average demands of customer groups and the average
demand, CP, and NCP of the utility system).
However, it
is unclear whether recognition of these factors is
meaningf
in terms of making the A&E method superior to
either of
other allocation methods.
Moreover, if
bo
the group and system maximum demands included in
A&E formula are group
system CPs, the A&E method
will become the CP methodw
Similarly, if the system NCP
is
inste
of
system CPr the A&E method will
become the NCP methode
Similar to the CP method, the A&E method results in
customer groups with high load factors receiving fewer
s
tern-diversity benefits than customer groups with low
factors.
In fact, a customer group with a
rcent load factor would receive no benefits because
's maximum demand would coincide with the system
demand.
In effect, then, the A&E method recognizes
that the probability of a customer group's maximum demand
coinciding with the system peak increases as the group's
load factor increases~
Of the three basic methods
r allocating demand-related
generation and transmission costs, we recommend the use
of
CP responsibility methode
This method allows for
greater r
ition of each jurisdiction's or retail
customer group's re
nsibility for the utility's costs
of
ilding
maintaining the bulk power supply systemo
Moreover, as discussed earlier, Section 115(a) of PURPA
requires that acc prescribe a cost-of-service methodology
that permits the
entification of the time-related cost
dif rences of providing electric service.
The CP method
lects these time-rela
cost differences more accueither
NCP or A&E method~
For example, a
ut
at builds generation and transmission capacity
to meet high summer
demands should allocate the
-related port
of these bulk power supply costs
on the
of the jurisd tion's or customer group's
contri
growth of the summer peak.
Use of
CP
cate demand-related generation and
costs will
ieve thisi use of either the
NCP or A&E method will not fully recognize each jurisdiction's or group's contribution to the system peak.
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To ensure that proper data are available to use the CP
method, OCC should require the Oklahoma utilities to
develop data on group and system maximum demands at the
time of system peak. We recommend that these data, as
well as noncoincident demand data used to allocate
distribution costs, be obtained through load research
studies using statistical sampling techniques, to minimize the number of locations to be monitored, and hence,
the time and cost requirements of data collection.
Allocate Demand-Related
Dist;ibution Costs
Because the distribution system is built and maintained
to meet maximum customer demands whenever they occur, it
is appropriate to allocate demand-related distribution
costs based on maximum group or customer demands (i.e.,
NCPs). Therefore, we recommend that the utilities use
the NCP responsibility method to allocate demand-related
distribution costs to retail customer groups.
The
noncoincident demands used should be estimated at the
distribution level at which a customer group receives
service (e.g., primary and secondary distribution voltage
levels), or, in certain cases, at the transmission level.
All customer demands should be adjusted for demand losses.
For example, to allocate demand-related costs of:
•
Distribution substations, use group NCPs at the
transmission level
•
Primary distribution overhead lines, use group NCPs
at the primary distribution level
•
Secondary distribution overhead lines, use nondiversified, intragroup NCPs (ice., the sum of the individual
customer maximum demands regardless of the time of
occurrence) at the secondary distribution level
•
Distribution line transformers, use either group
NCPs or the average of group NCPs and nondiversified,
intragroup NCPs at the secondary distribution level.
Allocate Energl-Related Costs
When assigning costs to jurisdictions, energy-related
costs should be allocated on the basis of the energy
consumed in each jurisdiction, adjusted for line losses.
For example, the ratio of residential kWh consumption
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justed for line losses) to total kWh generated could
be used to allocate energy-related costs to the residential customer group* This procedure requires readily
available and reliable data and involves little
subject itye
Allocate Customer-Related Costs
The
location of customer-related costs should be based
on the number of customers within each group relative to
the total number of customers served by a utilitYe
Customer differences within and among groups (e.g.,
locat
, size, type of distribution equipment required
for service) should also be accounted for.
If distribut
costs are identified by subfunction (e.g.,
primary and secondary distribution voltage levels), the
allocation of the customer-related portion of costs
wi
in each
unction should be based on the number' of
customers served at each voltage levelo

DECLINING BLOCK
.P...ND SEASONAL
RATE STANDARDS

Two of

PURPA ratemaking standards that OCC must
ly consi r by 1981 concern the use of declining
a
seasonal rateSg
Unless OCC determines that
r or both
these standards are inappropriate in
terms of PURPAis stated goals' of conservation, efficiency,
ty or conflict with state laws, the commission
must
ire the four Oklahoma utilities under its
juri
ction to meet these standards.
If

ace

adopts the declining block rate standard, it must,
ction 111(do2) of PURPA, ensure that
the energy-related cost component of a retail rate
arged to any customer group does not decrease as the
g
;s kWh consumption increases. A utility may only
implement declining block rates when it can demonstrate
that, for a particular customer group, the energy-related
cost component decreases relative to increases in the
's kWh consumpt
during a particular period.

as specified in

acteristics
declining block rates that are not
scribed in Section 111(d.2) of PURPA
noted.
First, in a declining block rate, the
r kWh of consumption decreases as the customer's,
, consumption increases.
Second, a
~~~~--~~--rate is one in which either the stated
~:..!~~~":;:-';=-':~'=";:~L. charge in the rate schedule decreases
demand or kWh consumption increases.
PURPA's seaso

rate st

ard, as specified in

n 111(de4), states that the retail rates charged

customer
must reflect the costs of
service to
group during different seasons
of the year to
extent that the utility's costs vary
season ly@
i

In s
Ie terms, t se
rds mean that a utility's
rate
eaCh customer
oup should include seasonal rate
differenti s without
elining block rates, unless the
results of a utili
Vs cost-oi-service study and
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additional analyses of a utilityBs operating costs
indicate that energy-related costs decrease as consumption increases and do not vary by season. Thus, in
considering these two standards, acc should require each
of the electric utilities covered by PURPA to provide an
updated accounting cost-of-service study, hourly system
production costs during the selected test year, and
seasonal load forecasts by customer group, if possible.
Although more detailed analyses and data (e.g., marginal
cost studies, system dispatch analyses) could be used to
assess whether or not declining block and seasonal rates
are cost-justified, such analyses and data are not
required for acc to meet its obligations to consider the
two ratemaking standards.
As discussed in the previous chapter, because rates based
on cost-of-service promote PURPA's three goals, both the
declining block and seasonal rate standards cannot be
considered until DCC implements the cost-of-service
standard.
However, in considering the two rate standards,
acc should recognize that two principal objectives of
rate design (i.e., rates that reflect cost-of-service
and rates that recover costs from all customers in an
efficient and equitable manner) may sometimes conflict.
For example, as we describe later, for nonhomogeneous
customer groups, declining block rates may be necessary
to recover costs from a customer group in an efficient
and equitable manner even though such rates may not be
cost-justified ..
To assist DCC in considering these two ratemaking
standards, we reviewed the arguments typically used to
justify declining block rates and delineated the steps
necessary to determine the cost-justification for
seasonal rates ..
The four major arguments used to justify declining block
rates are:·
1.

Utility economies of scale

2.

Decreasing short-run average costs

3.
Lower average total cost per kWh to serve higher
load factor customers
4.

Nonhomogeneity of certain customer groups.
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If declining block rates are used, oee should require the
utilities to provide evidence that such rates either
accurately reflect cost of service or are required to
recover short-run total costs from customer groups in an
equitable manner. To gather such evidence, the utilities
will need to perform cost-of-service studies using
reasonable allocation methods.
In addition, they will
need to develop adequate load research, accounting,
and forecast data that can be used in identifying
nonhomogeneous customer groups and in performing the
cost-of-service studies.
In the remainder of this section, we assess the major
arguments used to justify declining block ratese

UTILITY ECONOMIES OF SCALE
Proponents of declining block rates have argued that the
electric utility industry's decreasing long-run average
costs justified the use of such rates.
Until around 1970,
the industry experienced decreasing long-run average
costs, or economies of scale, which resulted primarily
from technological improvements in generating equipment
(e.g., improved heat rates for coal-fired generating
units).
In other words, average production costs were
reduced as new generating plants were built and placed
in operation to meet growth in electricity demands. 1
However, current and expected operating conditions no
longer support this argument.
Since 1970, few technological advances in steam or nuclear generator productivity
have occurred, and rapid real cost increases in construction and fuel costs have occurred.
Because productivity
increases have not offset real cost increases in recent
years and are not expected to offset real cost increases
in the future, the utility industry is no longer experiencing decreasing long-run average costs. Thus, declining

1.
Long-run average costs are the expected average costs
that a utility will incur as it increases its production
capability by building new generating, transmission, and
distribution facilities over a designated planning period.
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will enable a utility to recover its total short-run
operating costs, including a fair return on its historical
capital investment.
However, if rates reflect decreasing
short-run average costs (i.e., declining block rates) at
the same time that a utility faces increasing long-run
average costs, the customer price signals from such
rates will be distorted.
Therefore, regardless of its
short-run operating conditions, a utility cannot justify
the use of declining block rates on the basis of
decreasing costs.

CUSTOMER LOAD FACTORS AND AVERAGE COSTS
A third argument used by proponents to justify declining
block rates is based on the hypothesis that the higher a
customer's load factor, the lower the average total
cost per kWh to serve that customer.
If this hypothesis
were true, declining block rates would be cost-justified.
However, the argument only holds true if the following
conditions exist:
1. Demand- and energy-related costs are recovered
through a kWh charge
2. The utility's average demand- and energy-related
costs are the same for all customers within a group
regardless of individual kWh consumption levels
3.
Increases in average demand-related costs as load
factors increase are spread over enough kWh such that
average total costs per kWh continuously decrease.
The third condition is based in part on the assump~
tion that average energy-related costs are the same
for all customers within a group. Because it is
impossible to prove that (1) average energy-related
costs are the same for all customers within a
group), and (2) short-run average total costs
continuously decrease even if average demandrelated costs increase, it is impossible to prove
this hypothesiSe
Consequently, declining block
rates cannot be justified on the basis of this
assumed relationship between customer load factors
and average costs.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the analytical
approach that is typically used by proponents to support
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Although this approach is mathematically correct, it is
deficient in three respectsu
First, the approach assumes that the demand-related costs
per kW of serving two customers with different load
factors are the same. In fact, there is a direct relationship between load factor and cost per kW to serve a
customer or customer groupG 6 Specifically, the higher
a customer's load factor, the higher the probability
that the customer's peak demand coincides with system
peak demand. 7 Thus, when two customers have identical
energy consumption levels, the customer having the
'higher load factor is responsible for more demand-related
costs of facilities built to meet system peak demands
(e .. g .. , generating units).. I f the total' demand- and
energy-related costs of serving each customer are divided
by the customer's kW demand, the average cost per kW will
be higher for the customer with the higher load factor.
Second, the approach ignores the fact that the average
cost to the utility of serving two customers using the
same number of kWh may differ. A kWh declining block
rate will be unable to recover these different costs in
an equitable manner.
For example, if a kWh declining
block rate were used to recover the cost of serving the
residential customer group described above, it would be
impossible to distinguish between customers who consume
the same number of kWh but have different demands and
load factors.
Failure to make this distinction would
result in an inequitable cost recovery from customers
within the group. For example, assume customer C, like
customer B above, consumes an average of 730 kWh per
month. However, customer C has an average monthly demand
of 1.25 kW and an average monthly load factor of 0.8.
The total cost of serving customer C is $24$75 per
6. C.W. Barry, Operational Economics of Electrical
Utilities, Columbia University Press, New York, 1965,
pp . 52-64 .
7. The relationship is as follows:
the higher a
customer's load factor, the higher the probability that
the customer's peak demand coincides with the group's
maximum demand; the higher the group's load factor, the
higher the probability that its maximum demand coincides
with system peak demand; therefore, the higher the
probability that the customer's peak demand coincides
with system peak~
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portion of the group's demand-related costs through a
declining block energy charge assuming the following
customer group characteristics:
• A rate is applicable to customers served at both
primary and secondary voltage levels

• The demand- and energy-related costs of serving
customers at the primary level differ from the costs
of serv ing customers at ·the secondary level
• Customers at the primary level have significantly
different average load factors, kW demands, and kWh
usage from secondary customers.
Because of these customer group characteristics, the
utility may find that flat demand and energy charges for
the group create an unacceptable overcharging of some
customers and undercharging of others.
The recent trends by utility commissions to reduce the
number of retail rate schedules and to flatten rates
within schedules may result in an inequitable recovery of
costs within the rate schedule if nonnomogeneous customer
groups are covered in the same rate schedule
If such
situations arise, ace should attempt to minimize deviations from demand- and energy-related costs derived from
the utility's cost-of-service studyo Moreover, aee
should assess the need for new customer group designations (e.g., service by voltage level).
e'

B.
SEASONAL RATES
A seasonal electric rate is a time-of-use rate that
relates the price of electricity to the seasonal costs
of providing that electricitYe Because utility generating costs are typically greatest during system peak
periods, rates based on seasonal price differentials
will be higher during the season with the higher system
peak.
For example, a residential rate schedule for a
utility with a high summer system peak relative to its
winter peak might contain a customer charge of $5.00 per
customer per month and seasonal energy charges of $0.05
per kWh for all consumption during the months of June
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justification for such rates must occur on a utilityspecific basis.
Seasonal rates should only be instituted
when:
,. A utility's summer peak demand is significantly
greater (e.g., 400 MW-1,OOO MW) than its winter peak
demand, or vice versa
2. A utility's installed capacity requirements are
primarily determined by the system peak demand during a
particular season
3. A utility expects its peak demand to continue to
occur during the same season
4. A utility can estimate the difference between the
cost of meeting demand during summer and winter
seasons
5. A utility can determine that the benefits arising
from the rates exceed the costs of introducing them.
The first four requirements are self-explanatory; the
fifth requirement needs further elaboration.
Because
traditional kWh meters can be used to measure consumption
on a seasonal basis, the direct costs (i.e., metering
costs) to a utility of implementing seasonal rates are
minimal.
The benefits of seasonal rates, however, can
be large or small; in some cases, such rates can result
in a decreased annual load factor.
For example, if a
utility with a large air-conditioning load increased its
summer kWh charges relative to its winter (or nonsummer)
charges for residential and small commercial customers,
the total number of hours during which air conditioners
were being operated could decrease without a corresponding decrease in the system's peak demand.
This could
occur because customers would still be willing to pay
the higher seasonal rates on the hottest and most humid
days of the year (i.e., peak demand days).
In such a
case, the benefits of seasonal rates would encourage
consumption during the off-peak season.
Increased
off-peak seasonal consumption could either offset a
decrease in peak seasonal consumption or improve the
load factor.
If possible, the effects of seasonal rate
differentials on the load and consumption patterns of
the participating customers should be calculated to
determine the benefits of such rates.
Assuming a utility can demonstrate that the benefits of
introducing seasonal rates exceed the costs, such rates
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implemented regardless of whether or not they
result in a large or small improvement in a utility's
1
factora
Only when rates are designed to reflect
t
relat
cost differences can customers make reasona
ficient decisions about how and when to
consume electricity. Moreover, because customers make
ene
related investment decisions, such as the installat
of more efficient space-heating equipment, at
least in
on the basis of relative electricity
prices, it is important that any seasonal differential
that is implemented accurately reflect a utility's
relative cost differential of producing electricity
different seasons. These costs differentials
be derived from analyses of the cost impacts of
season
variations on a utility's capacity expansion
plans, operating costs, and ability to perform maintenance on its generating units. After the cost
di erences have been estimated, load and billing data
auld be used to develop the seasonal rate differential
for
customer group or rate schedule.

APPENDIXES

OG&E COST-Of-SERVICE STUDY

In Chapter 1, we outlined the steps for conducting an
electric utility cost-of-service study based on accounti
costs and identified four major issues that the oce
should resolve in selecting a standard cost-of-service
study methodologyo
These issues are:

1& Should future as well as historic test years be
used for determining revenue requirements?
2.
How should distribution system costs be classified
into their demand- and customer-related components?
3. How should demand-related production, transmission,
and distribution costs be allocated to jurisdictions
and customer groups?

40 What load research data are necessary for
accurately determining cost of service?
To demonstrate how one utility under oce's jurisdiction
has dealt with these issues, we evaluated the costo
rvice study submitted by OG&E in Cause No. 26495
as supporting evidence in the company's request for a
general increase in its retail rates in Oklahomao
Because RPA is not a party-of-record in this case, our
comments focus only on the key methodological issues
in the performance of the cost-of-service study.
As
such, we do not address the appropriateness of the
revenue
uirementso
proceeding with our discussion of the four issues
, we briefly describe OG&E's cost-of-service
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its cost-o service study, OG&E generally
steps described in Chapter 1 of this
we
seri
OG&E's study according to
OG&E~s

s
was conducted using data
test year ending December 31, 1978.
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Classification of cost within functions.
Except
costs and e
nses directly assigned to customers
or jurisdictions, OG&E disaggregated production,
tran
ss
, distribution, and general costs into
eir
, energy-, and customer-related components.
E ibits Ae1 and Ae2 show OG&E's classification of
plant
ations and maintenance expenses,
re
ctively ..
As shown in the e
ibits, all production plant
costs were classified as demand-related.
OG&E classifi
most production operating and maintenance expenses
as 7
ercent demand-related and 3D-percent energyrelat
Supervision and engineering expenses were
alloca
according to operations and maintenance labor~
all rental costs were classifi
as demand-related; and
ased power expenses were classified as both energydemand-related, but not in the same proportion as
er p
ction costs$
Except for accounts directly
assi
to specific customers or groups, transmission
and operating and maintenance expenses were
class fied as demand-relatede
Distribution plant and
erating and maintenance expenses not directly
assi able to customers were classified as demanda
r customer-relat
ree

OG&E allour s
ions it serves:
Energy-related costs
kWh usage adjusted for
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1
&E I s
uence
s
s differs somewhat from RPA IS
recomme ed sequence
The cost classification used by
OG E is shown in Exhibits Ael and A~2e
®

Exhibit A.1

Classification of Plant Accounts

Cost Classification
FERC

Account No.

Account Description

301-303

Intangible piant

310-346

Production Plant

350-359

Transmission Plant*
Distribution Plant

360
361
362
364
365
366
367

Land and land rights*"
Structures and improvements*"
Station equipment*"
Poles, towers, and fixtures
Overhead conductors and devices
Underground conduit
Underground conductors and
devices

368
369

Services'

370

Meters

371

Installations on customers'
premises*" '*'

373

Street I ighting and signal
systems* *"

389-398

General Plant

Line transformers

DemandRelated

•
•
••
••
••
•
•

SOURCE: OG&E Rate Application, OCC Cause No. 26495, Section K.
Schedule 8.
"Where customers or jurisdictions have exclusive lise of tacilities in this
i1ccount. the costs are directly assigned to those customers or jurisdictions.
"*The costs of thesefacilities are directly Jssigned to the customer qroup or
Jurisdiction having exclusive use of the facilities.

EnergyRelated

CustomerRelated

•
•••
•
•

Exhibit A.2

OG&E Classification of Operation
and Maintenance Expenses
Cost Classification

FERt
Account No,

Account Description

DemandRelated

Energy-

Related

Steam Power Production
Operation

500
501

Supervision and engineering

502

Steam

505
506

Miscellaneous steam power

507

Rents

•

Fuel
Electric

•

Maintenance

510
511
512
513
514

Supervision and engineering
Structures
Boiler plant
Electric plant

•

Miscellaneous steam plant

••
•

Other Power Production
Operation
546

Supervision and engineering

547

Fuel

548

Generation

549

Miscellaneous other power
Maintenance

551

Supervision and engineering

552
553

Structures

554

Generating and electric
equipment
Miscellaneous other power

Other Power Supply Expenses

555
556
557

Purchased power
System control and load
dispatching
Variable production O&M expense
adjustment

Tninsmi!sion
Operation

560

Supervision and engineering

561

Load dispatching

562

Station $

563

Overhead lines

564

Underground lines

566

Miscellaneous transm issi on

567

Rents

•
•

•

CustomerRelated

Exhibit A.2 (contiru.led)

Cost Classification
FERC

Account No.

Demand·
Related

Account Description

EnergyRelated

Customer·
Refated

Maintenance

568
569

Supervision and engineering

570

Station equipment <-

571

Overhead lines

573

Miscellaneous transmission
plant"

Structures'!

Distribution
Operation

580
582

Supervision and engineering

583

Overhead lines

••
•

Station"

584

Underground lines

585

Street lighting and signal systems

586

Meters

587

Customer Installations

588

Miscellaneous distribution

589

Rents

•

Maintenance

590

Supervision and engineering

591

Structures"

592

Station equipment"

593

Overhead lines"

594

UndertJround lines

••
•

595

L-ine transformers

596

Street lighting and signal systems*"

597

Meters

598

Miscellaneous distribution plant

Other Opel'~ting Accounts
905

Customer accounts

910

Customer service and
information

916

Sales

924,926.934

AdnWllstrauve and

SOU RCE OG&E Rtltt-'

AppllCdtlon,

gen~f'al

oce edUSe N0. 26.495,

S.'Ctl()11

K,

Schrou It: 10.
'Where custOr'ners 0( jUrisdICtions h;:lVe ~)(c!usil/e u~ of IdCdities In tr1iS
account. the costs are dl ree tlv assigned to those CUSlQmers)r IU rlsdlC t luns .
• ·The COS!~ of these facilities afe directly assigned to trw customer group or
Jurisdiction tla~ In9 exclusil/e use of the foci I i ties.

••
•
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losses~

Demand-related production and transmission
costs were allocated using a modified CP responsibility
method$
5~
Allocation of costs to customer groups.
OG&E
allocated energy-related costs to customer groups
(defined by its rate schedule) within Oklahoma on the
basis of kWh usage adjusted for losses.
Customerrelated costs were allocated to customer groups on the
basis of relative costs per type of customer and the
number of customers within each group.
Although OG&E
used the CP method for the jurisdictional allocation,
the company allocated demand-related production and
transmission costs to customer groups within the
Oklahoma jurisdiction using the A&E method.
Finally,
OG&E allocated demand-related distribution costs to
customer groups in Oklahoma on the basis of modified
A&E demand allocation factors.
A summary of OG&E's
allocation factors is sh6wn in Exhibit A.3o

In general, OG&E's cost-of-service study represents a
reasonable attempt to identify each customer group's
cost responsibility_ We disagree with two methods used
by OG&E in its study:
the methods used to classify
customer-related distribution costs and to allocate
demand-related production and transmission costs among
jurisdictions and among customer groups within the
Oklahoma retail jurisdiction0 However, the major
deficiency of OG&E's study is the lack of adequate load
rese
data to identify customer groups and allocate
costs to each group0
Although this deficiency may not
adverse
affect OCC's ability to set reasonable revenue
requirements for each customer group served by OG&E, it
will prevent OG&E and OCC from complying with PURPA's
requirements in particular, the Section 111 ratemaking
standards and the Section 133 cost-of-service data
requirements).
Thus, both OCC and OG&E should work
c
ly to expedite planned improvements in OG&Eis load
research programe
In the remainder of this
ix, we discuss the methodo
ical issues highl
in Chapter 1 relative to
OG&E1s cost-of-service studys

Exhibit A.3

OG&E A&E Allocation Factors for
Customer Groups Within Oklahoma Jurisdiction

Allocation Factors (%)
Customer Group

Production

Transmission

Distribution

Residential

44.794

44.794

49.396

Commercial

22.746

22.746

24.881

Power & Light

12.157

12.157

13.189

Large Power & Light

18.511

18.511

10.777

Outdoor Lighting

00.446

00.446

00.492

Pumping

01.346

01.346

01.256

100.000

100.000

100.000

Total
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USE OF FUTURE TEST YEAR

with ace's minimum standard filing requirean historical test year in its study.
n 0
I
allocation factors and estimated rates of
return were based on investment, expenses, revenue, kWh
s e,
demand, and customer data for 1978. However,
ri
an interview with OG&E officials, they indicated
t,
cause earnings have decreased from inflation and
increasi
costs during the past several years, OG&E
fer to use a future as well as historical test
in its cost-o service study to determine revenue
irements$
We recommend that OCC consider amending Section 2.30
of its minimum standard filing requirements to require
t
use
future as well as historical test periods for
e ctric utility cost-of-service studies. oce may
cont
to establish revenue requirements and set rates
usi
historical test year data; however, oce will also
able to evaluate the effects of its decisions using
future test year data. We believe that such an approach
d
beneficial to both consumers and the utility's
rs~

CLASSIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTION COSTS

E classified those distribution costs that could not
directly assigned (e.gG, poles, towers, and fixtures;
overhe
conductors and devices; underground conductors
and
vices) into their demand- and customer-related
nts~
OG&E representatives explained that the
customer-related components of these distribution system
accounts were based on plant investment per average-usage
(
) customer in each customer group.2
OG&E est

plant investment costs using the results
of
tail
survey
distribution planto These
investment costs were then regressed on kWh usage to

er e-us e customers within a customer group are
e customers whose
Sf kWh consumption, and load
tors are
1 to the average for the group.

OG&E
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der
an est
investment cost per average-usage
customer (iGe*,
customer-related costs).
The remainwere class ied as demand-related costs. This
to
zero-intercept method described
t that average kWh, rather than zero

A
em resulting from the use of OG&E's
me
t, to the extent that investments
associa
ca
ity contribute to the investment
r average-usage customer, the customer-related cost
nt may
overstated~
If rate schedules were
on these allocated costs, the demandcosts u
to
rive the demand charges would be
customer-related costs, too high), giving
r
ice signals to consumers with regard to the
true cost
meet
customers' maximum kW demands.
select
of an appropriate methodology for classifydistribut
costs is critical to satisfying Section
(a)
PURPA,
ich requires the use of a methodology
t
ts identification of demand-, energy-, and
customer-related 'components$
Both the minimum-size and
zeroercept methods attempt to identify the customerrated component of distribution facility costs.
However, we recommend use of the zero-intercept method
as explained in Chapter 1, this method establis
statistical relationships between the customera
relat
components of distribution costs.

OF DEMAND-RELATED
PRODUCTION AND TRANSMISSION COSTS
OG&E used two dif
rela

ea
with usi
cost-o service st

rent methods to allocate demandand transmission costs:
a modified CP
r its jurisdictional allocation
its retail allocation within
ing paragraphs, we comment on
and the problems associated
al
tion methods in the same

a
ference for the A&E method,
used a
if
CP responsibility method to
related production and transmission costs

OG&E COST-Of-SERVICE STUDY
the Oklahoma,
ansas, and FERC jurisdictions.
CP method was originally used to alloeate costs to
e Arkansas jurisdiction as required by the Arkansas
P lic Service Commissionu
In addition, FERC generally
ires
e use
CP method@
OG&E representatives
that the
any extended the use of the CP method
to all of its jurisdict
1 cost allocations because it
fea
that, by using a different allocation method, rate
e and expenses might
underallocated to the Oklahoma
retail jurisdiction$
(Using a different method could
also result in an overallocation of rate base and expenses
to
e Oklahoma retail jurisdiction.)
OG&E

rived its allocation factors by averaging peak
s on 7 days (6 in July 1978, and 1 in August 1978).
Although using the average of more than one system CP may
give more stable and equitable results than simply
se cting one daily CP, OG&E's approach for selecting
e 7 days from which to derive an average appears to
somewhat arbitrary.
During OG&E's general rate case,
company representatives testified that three of the days
se cted represented the system's three highest peaks;
two of the days selected represented the Arkansas jurisdiction's and the large power and light customer group·s
S6
Although it is reasonable to select the system's
highest peak days when using a multiple CP method, it is
inconsistent to also use specific customer or jurisdictional (eGg., Arkansas) peaks as a criterion for
selection.
If OG&E believed that seven peaks should have
en u
I'
e company should have used the seven highest
stem peaks to derive an average CP.
OG&E u
its preferred method, the A&E method, to allocate production and transmission demand-related costs to
customer groups within the Oklahoma retail jurisdiction.
Al
OG&E prefers this method because of its direct
recognition of customer group load factors, we do not
recommend the A&E method because it fails to accurately
recognize a
icular group's contribution to system
ak"
, as
lied by OG&E, resulted in
Moreover, the A&E me
assi
to a customer group (i.e.,
excess
s
i
class) that did not contribute to
the outdoor lighti

same

ing
use
cost

cost of
om a ut 1 i

IS

e ineering
foreeas ts of
of

se

da a

95

Se ct on
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specific load data required depe~d on the allocation
method usede
Data on group maximum demands at the time
stem peak are requi
if the CP responsibility
method is u
, and data on group maximum demands
less of their times of occurrence are required if
NCP method is used.
For the A&E method, demand data
required will depend on the variation used.
For example,
if system excess demand is defined to be the average
of several system peaks minus the system average demand,
system peak data will be required.
Because the reliability of demand allocation factors is highly dependent
on
accuracy of the demand data, we recommend that
these data be obtained through load research studies
using statistical sampling techniques to minimize the
number of locations to be monitored, and, hence, the cost
time requirements of data collection.
Our review of OG&E's cost-of-service study and
supporting testimony and our discussions with company
representatives indicate that the company did not have
sufficiently detailed load data to accurately determine
all of the group CP demands and load and coincidence
factorse
Given the lack of adequate load research data,
the methods used by OG&E appear to be reasonable.
However, as we pointed out earlier, OG&E's existing
load research data and program are inadequate to meet
company's and acc's obligations under PURPA.
Load research data on the residential customer group are
rticularly deficient~
In fact, OG&E representatives
indica
that, because of the lack of adequate demand
ta for the residential and commercial groups, the
company had to derive demand figures using judgment
and the results of previous studiese
For example, for
the residential class, an hours-use load factor was
est
ted on the basis of judgements This factor was
n used,
conjunction with data from a sample of
distr
t
circuits serving 700 residential customers
data from a
ev
s transformer load study and a
recent water heater s
, to estimate the group demand
at
t
of system
1 of OG&E's la
power and light customers
with meters
Ie of measuring peak
s
ir t
occurrence, data on this class
were sufficiente
rcent of
power and light
customer gr
was s
larly monitored; however, we do

were
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not
if this sample is representative of the entire
class and, therefore, cannot determine the reliability
the demand data for this class.
Because the deficiencies in demand data identified in
OG&EVs cost-af-service study may be common to the
o
three Oklahoma utilities, acc should review each
utility's existing and proposed load research programs
to determine their adequacy in providing data for determining cost of service and allowing subsequent evaluation·
of the other PURPA ratemaking standards., If deficiencies
in the programs are found, the acc should require the
ut it
to expand these programs. 4
In specifying the detailed load data requirements,

ace can use the FERC regulations that implement PURPA
(Section 133) as a guide. These regulations will require
electric utilities to collect information necessary for
determining the costs of providing electric service, to
file such information with FERC and acc, and to make
this information publicly available. In June 1979, PERC
issued regulations detailing the specific information
requirements, which fall into the following four broad
categories (as listed in Section 133 of PURPA):
,. Cost of serving each customer class
2~
Representative daily kW demand curves for all
customer groups, both separately and combined
30 Annual capital, operating, and maintenance costs
48
Costs of purchased power~5

OG&E has already
am.
5~
Rules
Regulat
1979, p® 33847®

4

anned to upgrade its load research

p

s, Federal Register, June 13,

OG&E DECLINING BLOCK AND SEASONAL RATES

In this appendix, we evaluated the declining block and
seasonal rate features of the major rate schedules
proposed by OG&E in Cause NaG 26495 to determine if the
proposed rates reflect cost of service and thereby
promote the achievement of PURPA's objectives.
In
performing this evaluation, we reviewed testimony filed
in Cause No. 26495 by"a consultant to OCC and OG&E
officials and interviewed OG&E representatives to discuss
specific questions regarding the proposed retail rates.
On the basis of our evaluation, we determined that
(1) OG&Eis declining block rates are not cost-justified,
and, therefore, do not promote PURPA's objectives, and
(2) the company's seasonal rate differentials are
probably justified, although we were unable to determine
the correct magnitude ~f the seasonal rate differentials
from the testimony, cost-of-service study, and related
work papers prepared by OG&E for its rate case.
remainder of this appendix, we present the
of our evaluation.
The major rate schedules proposed by OG&E included two
schedules for residential customers (Rates RES and RWH),
one schedule for commercial customers (Rate C-1), and
two schedules for the power and light customer group
(Rates PL-1 and LPL-1)
0

As
wn in Exhibit B.1, both residential rates include
a minimum monthly bill
ovision of $1059, five energy
ocks with
clining rates for higher kWh usage
the
th block of Rate RWH)
and seasonal
y charges in each block~
schedule shown in Exhibit B.2
commerci
blo
kwh rate with a minimum
so incl
s a
clini
$5005 and a seasonal rate
monthly bill
avis n
f

exhibit 13.1

OG&E Proposed Residential
Rate Schedules

Rate
Schedule
Rate RES

Rate RWH

Monthly
Energy Usage'
(kWh)
0-16

Peak Season
Charge*

Off-Peak
Season Charge * *

$1.59

$1.59

17-40

7.448¢/kWh

6.927¢/kWh

41-120

6.206¢/kWh

5.768¢/kWh

121-600

4.790¢/kWh

4. 108¢/kWh

>600

4.068¢/kWh

2.471¢/kWh

0-16

$1.59

$1.59

17-40

7.448¢/kWh

6.927¢/kWh

41-120

6.206¢/kWh

5.768¢/kWh

121-600

3.483¢/kWh

2.889¢/kWh

>600

4.068¢/kWh

2.471 ¢/kWh

*Peak season includes months of June through October.
HOff-peak season includes months of November through May.

Exhibit 13.3

OG&E Proposed Power
and Light Rate Schedules

Rate
Schedule

Rate PL-l

Rate LPL-1

Monthly Billing
Demand*

Peak Season
Demand Charge* *

Off-Peak Season
Demand Charget

Monthly Energy
Usage

Monthly Energy
Charge

(kW)

($/kW)

($/kW)

(kWh)

(¢/kWh)

2.76

1.94

>0

0-400

2.81

2.81

>400

2.06

2.06

0)5,000

3.810

15,001-32:500

3.006

32,501-70,000

2.465

>70,000

2.144

0-100,000

2.542

100,001-2,000,000 2.033
> 2,000,000 1.947

'Ttw rnunttliy billinu dt)rTldrllj fur Cl customer on Rate PL.-t is equal to trle greCltest of (1) ttle
cus1Llmer's rrldX irllufll kW derrlClnd duriny Llfly 15-m inu te J-leriod of tile billing J-leriod,
(2) 65 percent uf d custonwr's maxirnum kW derlland LlurirlY tlw peak season for the rnost
recent 12-rnonlh fJeriud, or (3) ",0 kW. The rnontllly billinu derndnd for Cl customer on
Rail! LPL-l is equal to 1118 ured1esl ut (1) the CUSlUrllt~r'S maxirnun'l kW derTldnd duriny dny
15-rrrinut8 fJeriucl 01 Hie l.lillillU rnontll, (2) 65 percerl! ut tile customer's maximum kW demand
during tile r1lu:;l rt~Cl~flt 12-fIluntll fJeriod, or (3) 400 kW.
* 'Pedk season incltJdes munths uf June tllrough O(101)er.
tOtf-fJedk season includus munths uf Nuvernber tllruuUl1 May.
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$5e12 for residential customers and $19.38 for commercial
customers$3 However, because the proposed residential
and commercial rates include minimum monthly bill
provisions, instead of separate monthly customer charges,
about 70 percent of the average customer-related costs
for both customer groups are recovered through the kWh
energy charges of the proposed rates.
By setting
separate monthly customer charges approximately equal to
the average monthly customer costs for each group, OG&E
could significantly reduce the declining block characteristic of Rates RES, RWH, and C-1"
Furthermore, OCC
should consider an alternative design for Rates RES and
RWH, in which the rates would have separate customer
charges, a flat kWh charge in the peak season, and a two block
declining kWh energy charge in the winter season~
Finally, OG&E should demonstrate that the declining block
kW and kWh features of Rate LPL-l are justified on the
basis of the nonhomogeneity of the large power and light
customer group.
Unless OG&E can demonstrate that these
features are necessary to recover costs of service in an
equitable manner from a nonhomogeneous customer group,
OCC should require OG&E to flatten the kW and kWh charges
in the rate.
If this customer group is nonhomogeneous,
ace should consider whether two rate schedules for this
customer group should be developed to recover costs of
service equitably and promote efficient energy
consump tion ..
OG&E included seasonal rate differentials in the kWh
charges of Rates RES, RWH, and C-1, and in the kW
charges of Rate PL-1w
Rate LPL-1 does not include
seasonally differentiated charges..
During our interview
with OG&E officials, we were informed that the seasonal
rate differentials included in the companyls proposed
retail rates were based on an analysis of seasonal loads
and energy usage performed by a consultant to OG&E in
19760 This analysis was neither updated nor modified in
the 1978-test-year cost-of-service study on which the
company based its proposed ratese
However, this is a
minor deficiency that can be easily remedied by OG&Eo
The results of an updated analysis could be used to set

3m Testimony of Howard Eo Lubow, Cause
1979, Exhibit HEL-2, Schedule 2e

N00

26495, June
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appropriate seasonal rate differentials for the various
customer groups.
OG&E's use of seasonal rate differentials is costjustified and has resulted in improved annual load
factors.
For example, during recent years in which OG&E
has used seasonal rate differentials, the company's
winter peak growth has been greater than its summer peak
growth (see Exhibit 8.4). Although not all of this
growth differential can be attributed to the effects of
seasonal rates, it is reasonable to assume that without
these rate differentials, the difference in the company's
summer and winter peaks would have been larger, resulting
in a lower annual load factor and less efficient use of
the company's generating facilities.
We do suggest, however, that OG&E reexamine its decision
to omit seasonal rate differentials in Rate LPL-l, under
which large commercial and industrial customers are
billed. OG&E justified this exclusion on the basis that,
because customers served under the rate have relatively
constant monthly kW demands and load factors, the
monthly bills for these customers should be relatively
equal (that is, recovery of the total cost of serving
these customers should be spread out evenly through the
year)
Thus, seasonal rates, which would recover more
revenue from these customers durng the summer months,
were excluded from Rate LPL-l.
Excluding seasonal rate
diff~rentials distorts the price signals received by
large power and light customers, thereby promoting
inefficient energy consumption and investment decisions
by this group. In other words, the proposed Rate LPL-l
fails to promote PURPA's objectives.
0

Finally, acc should require OG&E (as well as the other
three Oklahoma utilities covered by PURPA) to provide
average demand-, energy, and customer-related costs by
season for each customer group. Such information could
be derived from the utilities' cost-of-service studies.
ace could then identify specific cost components and the
manner in which the utilities recover these components
their rates.

Exhibit B.4

OG&E Seasonal Peak Loads

Annual Growth
Rate (%)

Peak (MW)

Season
Summer

Winter

Summer

Winter

1972

1971-1972

2,645

1,575

1973

1972-1973

2,775

1,810

4.91

14.92

1974

1973-1974

3,140

1,950

13.13

7.73

1975

1974-1975

3,185

2,025

1.43

3.85

Summer

Winter

1976

1975-1976

3,335

2,370

4.71

17.04

1977

1976-1977

3,650

2,470

9.45

4.22

1978

1977-1978

3,805

2,580

4.25

4.45

1978-1979
1972-1978

1971·1979

5.43

2,720
6.25

8.12

